Equipment Racks • Speaker Stands • Turntable Shelves
Audiophile Accessories

T

arget Audio Products is a historic name among
audiophiles. Today’s Target is designed and
manufactured in Ontario Canada with premium
material to exact specifications to ensure your
electronics and loudspeakers look and perform at
their best.
Target offers a full collection of fine quality of
audio accessories including equipment stands,
loudspeaker stands, turntable wall mount shelf,
isolation shelves and more. Target isn’t simply

furniture like many other audio brands. Each
component is engineered to provide a stable
platform, superb vibration resistance, outstanding
durability and utilitarian good looks without the
excess that drives up the cost of many other audio
accessories. All Target products are constructed of
rugged black painted steel.
Regardless of the price of your equipment, it is
our sincere hope that you will find Target products
essential additions to your audio system.

VW Wall Mount Shelf
Turntables placed on tables or even on top of equipment
racks can be susceptible to vibration transmitted through the
floor due to walking or even feedback from bass drivers in
loudspeakers. The ultimate solution is to place your turntable
on the wall. The VW steel frame screws directly to your studs,
and the shelf insert sits on four up-turned spikes to give your
turntable superb isolation.
Shelf insert dimensions: 17.75” wide, 13.75” deep
Overall dimensions: 18.5” from wall x 20” W x 9” H
Includes: Steel frame, MDF shelf insert, 4 anchors and screws,
isolation spikes.

ESV Equipment Shelves
These steel stands are rugged and functional yet attractive.
Available in two heights, the ESV racks come with 3
CS shelves each. The ESV-60 (a 24” tall stand) can
accommodate 2 more shelves, and the ESV-90 (a 36” tall
stand) can accommodate up to 3 more. Each shelf bolts
solidly to the risers for a very high maximum load and
ultimate rigidity.
Accommodates equipment up to 19” wide
Overall dimensions: 24” or 36” tall x 24” wide x 16” deep
Includes: 4 steel legs, 3 CS component shelves, bolts,
assembly instructions, plastic feet for rack risers.
Options: additional CS shelves, IS shelves, spikes and
casters for feet, spike footers

IS Isolation Shelves

AS Amplifier Stand

For vibration sensitive components, add an IS shelf to your
ESV rack. Compared to the stock CS shelves, the steel frame is
heavier, and the shelf insert sits upon threaded up-turned spikes.
Most often, the IS shelf is placed in the top position and used with
a turntable or tube electronics sensitive to vibrations.

Get your amplifier and power conditioner off the floor with
the Target AS. The AS is the same shape and size as the CS
component shelves that come on the ESV equipment stands. AS
can also be used with chrome Bling Thing carpet spike as shown.

Heavy MDF Insert
4 Mini Isolation Spikes
Welded Steel Frame

FS HS HR MR Loudspeaker Stands
Bookshelf loudspeakers were never really meant to be placed
on the bookshelf. When set upon a speaker stand and placed
properly in the room, they can have neutral tone, great clarity, and
a holographic sound stage. Target speaker stands are available in
4 varieties and 3 heights each so there is an appropriate model for
nearly any bookshelf speaker you choose.
FS series are the least expensive and feature two cylindrical
columns. HS stands feature a heavier square profile riser. HR stands
are heavier yet and include two rectangular profile risers. MR stands
are the most rigid and feature 4 rectangular risers plus a thicker
bottom plate. All stands are fillable with mass loading media such as
shot or aquarium rocks. Sand is not recommended.

FS50

HS50

HR50

MR50

Generally, the larger and heavier your speaker, the heavier the
stand you are recommended to use. An optional top plate is
available for the MR stand that permits mounting Bryston
Mini T loudspeakers using the speakers’ existing threaded holes.

Specifications
Heights Available:		

50cm/20”, 60cm/24”, 70cm/28”

Top Plate Dimensions:

6” x 8”, 0.09” thick (MR 0.125” thick)

Base Dimensions:

9” x 11”, 0.187” thick (MR 0.25” thick)

Includes: Bolts, wrench, carpet spikes, isolation spikes, rubber pads,
assembly instructions

Spike Shoes Floor Protectors
When using loudspeakers or equipment stands with spikes
on hard floors, protect your floors with Spike Shoes. The steel
disc has a dense rubber pad beneath that keeps your stand or
speaker in place but prevents damage to your floors. Available
in kits of 4.

Bling Thing Spikes
Stance Plates Stabilizer Bars
Dress up the appearance of your Target loudspeaker stands
with a Bling Thing chrome spike kit. The BT2.0 version includes
top chrome thread covers. BT1.0 does not. Can be used with or
without Stance Plates.
Expand the footprint for greater stability with Stance Plates.
These bars attach to your existing stands to spread the footprint 2
inches in each direction.

Stance Plate and Bling Thing 2.0
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